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The art of drinking and serving tea, which many call as ˆChinese tea ceremony˜ plays a very vi
Speaking of Chinese teapots, I guess nothing is more sui...
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Article Body:
The art of drinking and serving tea, which many call as ˆChinese tea ceremony˜ plays a very vi

Speaking of Chinese teapots, I guess nothing is more suitable for a wonderful tea experience t

The contemporary Yixing Chinese teapots come in different shapes. The most common shapes are c

What´s interesting to know about Yixing teapots is that its primary importance lies in its spe

The Yixing Chinese teapots are now everywhere and I think this is due to their ˆcollectibility

Now, if you are thinking of buying a Yixing Chinese teapot, then you should read on for I have

1.The cap of the pot must be firm and should not move around easily.
2.The body must not feel grainy.
3.The knob on the cap must be in sync with the rest of the body. It must be ergonomic.
4.It should be able to hold substantial water.
5.The Chinese teapot which is artistic and valuable usually but not always contains enough tea
6.When water is poured out of the teapot, it should come out in a beautiful stream.
7.The handle should enable one to handle the teapot firmly.
8.Look for Chinese teapots with net on the mouth to catch unwanted tea leaves.
9.The hardness of the body should be just right.
10.The color should not be dyed.
11.The shape should be flowing and there should not be awkward proportions.
12.The pot should have unusual shapes for it indicate craftsmanship.
13.A good Chinese teapot should be made of purple clay or zhu in clay.
14.The bottom of the teapot must have a name of the artist engraved onto it.
15.Good Chinese teapots tend to have skin that feel brittle. Its walls are thinner than the in

Just note that Yixing Chinese teapots possessing the qualities I have mentioned above can be v
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